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2016/17 Administrative Services Program Review UPDATE

 PROGRAM REVIEW DATA AND RESOURCES

 

Participants (REQUIRED)

Lead Writer - Leslie Shimazaki

Liaison - Ashanti Hands

Manager - Tim McGrath

 

Updates (REQUIRED)

In this space, please state any changes or updates to your: list of faculty and staff, mission, description, degrees offered,
curriculum review, vision, strengths, challenges, advisory group, or the labor market. Note any significant
accomplishments. If there are no updates, enter "No changes".

The following changes to our faculty/staff have occurred during the current year:
New Art History Faculty started Fall, 2016- Professor Cara Smulevitz
New Instructional Lab Tech for the Art/Ceramics Program - To start in December
New Instructional Lab Tech for the Art Gallery - To start in January

While this administrative unit has had no significant changes in regard to the mission, description, vision, etc., it has
continued to strive toward the goal of supporting the four school disciplines as they embark on changes and updates
such as these.  For example, the Drama department recently updated its mission and Program Level Outcomes, and all
disciplines with our school have continued with 6-year curriculum reviews and revisions, etc.

We consider it a significant accomplishment in that we have moved the needle in regard to promoting equity in our school,
but this will be addressed later in the goals status report.

 Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: Outcomes and Assessment 2016/17 - Administrative Unit Questions (See appendix)

 IE Data Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: Administrative Services Data Analysis - Program Review 2016/17 (See appendix)

 

Program Goals

Dean, Arts and Languages Office Goal Set 2014-2015

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

Outcome 1.1 Student Success
Students will be able to acheive personal and educational goals
with a 2-year comprehensive educational plan in arts and/or

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.6,
Strategic Goal 3.1
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languages.

Outcome 1.2 - Office Effectiveness
The School of Arts and Languages office will provide effective
and positive support to faculty, staff, and students.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 2.1,
Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 2.4, Strategic Goal 2.5,
Strategic Goal 4.1, Strategic Goal 4.2, Strategic Goal 4.3,
Strategic Goal 4.4,
Institutional Learning Outcomes: Personal Actions and
Civic Responsibility:

 

Outcome 1.3 Promote Equity
The SAL will promote an environment that is encouraging of
equity-based discussion and practice in our office, our
classrooms, and in general practice.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.3,
Strategic Goal 1.4, Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 2.1,
Strategic Goal 2.2, Strategic Goal 2.3, Strategic Goal 4.1,
Strategic Goal 4.2

 

Objectives and Plans
Actions

Dean, Arts and Languages Office Goal Set 2014-2015

Outcome

Outcome 1.1 Student
Success
Students will be able to
acheive personal and
educational goals with a 2-
year comprehensive
educational plan in arts
and/or languages.

Action: Develop 2-year Schedule  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Work with schedulers/chairs to
determine strategic schedule of offerings necessary for students to achieve goals in 2-year time
period

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2015

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Student Survey for declared majors/certificates at end of 2-year period to determine
ability to access needed courses

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Assistance from institutional researcher

Action: Publish schedule of 2-year offerings  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Put 2-year schedule in format that
can be loaded on website and accessed by students

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Chairs

Provide a timeline for the actions: Fall 2014

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Student survey for declared majors to assess accessibility and satisfaction of offereings

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Support from campus researcher
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Outcome 1.2 - Office
Effectiveness
The School of Arts and
Languages office will
provide effective and
positive support to faculty,
staff, and students.

Action: Improve attendance and outcomes for school meetings  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Survey faculty to assess when
meetings should be held and what they want to achieve.
Revise agendas and activities to address survey results.
Provide refreshments at meetings.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean

Provide a timeline for the actions: Fall 2014-Spring 2015

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Results will be shared with faculty and survey will be administered at end of spring 2015
semester to see if meetings were more successful in addressing their needs.
Attendance rosters will be monitered to assess whether attendance has improved over spring 2015
semester.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Survey Monkey - no cost
Refreshment and supplies budget - 6 meetings per year, $50 per meeting=$300

Action: Improve Staff-Faculty Relations  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Work with office staff to establish
priority assignments.
Work with office staff to clearly define support roles and parameters.
Work with office staff to identify what they need to effectively do their jobs.
Work with faculty to clarify expectations from office and staff.
Set up monthly breakfast meetings to achieve above, check on progress, and improve morale.
Work with Dean Andy MacNeill to coordinate efforts amongst SAL and Humanities staff.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean Shimazaki
and Dean MacNeill

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2015

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Survey of faculty and office staff to determine whether services are more effective and
personal relationships have improved (staff is not policing faculty nor involving themselves in
situations outside of their roles and faculty is responding to requests in timely manner).

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Funding for refreshments and supplies for staff meetings
12 months at $15 per month= $180

1.3 The SAL will
promote an
environment that is
encouraging of
equitable practices in
our office, our
classrooms, and in
general practice.

Action: Encourage continual dialogue regarding the meaning of equity and equitable
practices

 

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Add "Equity" as a standing topic at
each school/leadership meeting.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2016 - 3 school meetings, 3 leadership team
meetings Fall 2016 - 3 school meetings, 3 leadership team meetings

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Faculty satisfaction surveys, as well as surveys to assess knowledge and recognition of
possible barriers and promising practices.
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List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Survey Monkey

Goals Status Report (REQUIRED)
Action Statuses

Dean, Arts and Languages Office Goal Set 2014-2015

Outcome

Outcome 1.1 Student
Success
Students will be able to
acheive personal and
educational goals with a 2-
year comprehensive
educational plan in arts
and/or languages.

Action: Develop 2-year Schedule  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Work with schedulers/chairs to
determine strategic schedule of offerings necessary for students to achieve goals in 2-year time
period

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2015

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Student Survey for declared majors/certificates at end of 2-year period to determine
ability to access needed courses

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Assistance from institutional researcher

Status for Develop 2-year Schedule  

Current Status: Completed

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program: The impact of this completed objective is that scheduling is
executed in ways that more deliberately considering enrollment management variables as well as
the need for students to complete our certificates and degrees within a two-year time frame. While
the status of this outcome is marked as "Completed", it is actually an ongoing outcome that must
continue. In addition, it is our intent to collect data from students this year that will confirm the
level of success we are having in the accomplishment of this objective.

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:

Action: Publish schedule of 2-year offerings  

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Put 2-year schedule in format that
can be loaded on website and accessed by students

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Chairs

Provide a timeline for the actions: Fall 2014

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Student survey for declared majors to assess accessibility and satisfaction of offereings
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List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Support from campus researcher

Status for Publish schedule of 2-year offerings  

Current Status: Not started

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: While this remains an objective that we see as important to our students, there is currently
no vehicle to support this online resource. I would like to bring it back to the Deans' council where
there was mutual agreement that this would be a helpful tool for Mesa students as they complete
ed plans and navigate through their programs.

Outcome 1.2 - Office
Effectiveness
The School of Arts and
Languages office will
provide effective and
positive support to faculty,
staff, and students.

Action: Improve attendance and outcomes for school meetings  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Survey faculty to assess when
meetings should be held and what they want to achieve.
Revise agendas and activities to address survey results.
Provide refreshments at meetings.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean

Provide a timeline for the actions: Fall 2014-Spring 2015

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Results will be shared with faculty and survey will be administered at end of spring 2015
semester to see if meetings were more successful in addressing their needs.
Attendance rosters will be monitered to assess whether attendance has improved over spring 2015
semester.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Survey Monkey - no cost
Refreshment and supplies budget - 6 meetings per year, $50 per meeting=$300

Status for Improve attendance and outcomes for school meetings  

Current Status: Completed

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program: While we did not use survey data to accomplish this goal, the
Department Chairs assisted with this by providing a voice for their faculty in regard to the
frequency and purpose of school meetings. We restructured the meetings and met twice during the
semester. The first meeting was at the beginning of the semester, and the second was a half-day
retreat half way through the semester. The first meeting had the same attendance as in previous
semesters, but the half-day retreat had a much better turn out than the previously scheduled
monthly meetings. Approximately 35 people attended the retreat whereas the average attendance
at monthly meetings had fallen to an average around 12. I continued to promote community and
make the events attractive by personally funding breakfast and lunch for all participants.

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps:
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Action: Improve Staff-Faculty Relations  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Work with office staff to establish
priority assignments.
Work with office staff to clearly define support roles and parameters.
Work with office staff to identify what they need to effectively do their jobs.
Work with faculty to clarify expectations from office and staff.
Set up monthly breakfast meetings to achieve above, check on progress, and improve morale.
Work with Dean Andy MacNeill to coordinate efforts amongst SAL and Humanities staff.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean Shimazaki
and Dean MacNeill

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2015

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Survey of faculty and office staff to determine whether services are more effective and
personal relationships have improved (staff is not policing faculty nor involving themselves in
situations outside of their roles and faculty is responding to requests in timely manner).

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Funding for refreshments and supplies for staff meetings
12 months at $15 per month= $180

Status for Improve Staff-Faculty Relations  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: This is an ongoing process that has been addressed at some levels. Effective School
Support has been added as a standing item to all Leadership Team meetings, and the Chairs
provide feedback regarding what is working well and what isn't in terms of support to our faculty
and students. I have met with our Senior Secretary to understand better the barriers that keep us
from providing effective support, and we are working to eliminate or minimize the barriers. We will
make a more concentrated effort in this area this spring after we administer a survey to get more
feedback from faculty regarding what they need from us in order to be successful and promote
equity in their classrooms.

1.3 The SAL will
promote an
environment that is
encouraging of
equitable practices in
our office, our
classrooms, and in
general practice.

Action: Encourage continual dialogue regarding the meaning of equity and equitable
practices

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Add "Equity" as a standing topic at
each school/leadership meeting.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Dean

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2016 - 3 school meetings, 3 leadership team
meetings Fall 2016 - 3 school meetings, 3 leadership team meetings

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Faculty satisfaction surveys, as well as surveys to assess knowledge and recognition of
possible barriers and promising practices.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): Survey Monkey
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Status for Encourage continual dialogue regarding the meaning of equity and
equitable practices  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: In some ways we have accomplished this outcome, but I prefer it to be on ongoing
endeavor. In order to promote an environment that is encouraging of equitable practices we have
added this to our meeting agendas and made the topic a central focus of our school meetings. In
addition, faculty are encouraged to participate in campus-wide professional development
opportunities that focus on this topic. As mentioned with the other outcomes, I look forward to
distributing and using survey feedback to help drive this work in more specific directions over the
next year.

 Closing the loop on prior year resource allocations (REQUIRED)

No funding was received.
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Request Forms

 

BARC & Facilities Requests

File Attachments:

1. SAL BARC_Template_16-17.xlsx  (See appendix)

 Classified Staff Requests

 Faculty Position Request 1

Form: Faculty Position Request Form 2016/17 (See appendix)

 Faculty Position Request 2

 Faculty Position Request 3
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